Your storybook,
your legacy
“Congratulations on taking your first
step towards preserving your love tale
on the pages of a luxurious storybook.
We absolutely love the wedding
industry. It’s a joyful space and we
look forward to working with you.”

Kristie Hayden
Love Tales founder

What is Love Tales?
“Wedding day memories in storybook form”
Your Love Tales book is your legacy.
As each love and wedding story is unique, so is each book. The constant factor,
however, is the time and enthusiasm our writers set aside to narrate your lovers’
journey.
With a beautiful manuscript, expertly hand-bound by Melbourne’s leading book-
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binder, decorated and embossed with Love Tales’ elite artwork and covered in
luxurious Italian linen, your tale will endure the ages.
Books are private and never publicly published without your permission.
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Our Writers
Our writers are highly experienced in presenting creative non-fiction narratives and
are widely published authors across many fields. Creative non-fiction is a genre
that melds different literary styles, like poetry and creative writing, to generate
compelling and factually accurate prose.
Every writer is trained in Love Tales’ exclusive blueprint to ensure the story is
captured in the most efficient and discreet manner possible.
Because your love story is at the pinnacle of your descendants’ stories, we take
special care in gathering the right kind of information that will interest future
readers.
That means, in many cases, we’ll include material relevant to the suburb or city you
live in to paint a picture of the era and what your lives look like in the year you wed.
We also gather details of wedding traditions, fashions, music and other interesting
titbits that influence your story.
Most importantly, however, we harness your personal stories by asking the right
questions and listening well.

Five steps to creating your book
1. Collecting Information - Through an initial 15-minute phone call to one
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or both of you, we gather details about you and your wedding plans.
We also set a date to meet in person.
2. The pre-wedding interview - We meet somewhere quiet where we
can record the interview on a voice recorder. We have a fabulously
rich conversation about where you met, how you fell in love, the
proposal story, date stories, holidays, the works. We talk about
naysayers and friends, hurdles and highs. This takes about 1-1.5 hours.
3. Secret Questions - What’s a wedding without a few surprises? We’ll
reveal our secret questions to you sometime after the pre-wedding
interview and before your wedding day.
4. Collaborating on vows (optional and complimentary) - We’re ever so
happy to talk vows with you. There’s a big difference between thinking
about, and then verbalising, your heartfelt feelings. We’ll help you find
the right words.
5. The wedding day
(a) The ceremony - Depending on the size of your wedding, we’ll have
one or more writers there to record the occasion. They are discreet
and you won’t even know they’re there.
What they see, they write about. What they hear, they write about.
What they smell and touch, they write about. The rustle of her dress,
the mood in the room, the whispers of the page boys; it’s all written
down and will form an important chapter in your book. Your writer will
record and transcribe the entire ceremony.
(b) The reception - As at the ceremony, your dedicated writer will
transcribe all the action, from the moment you arrive to the reception
until the formalities have ended.
The venue description forms a large part of the introduction to this chapter. We like
to set the scene with creative imageries and a fun tone. Here, our writers turn roving
reporters as the party kicks into gear.
The speeches, menus and guest lists are also recorded in your book.
We will negotiate with you how many hours you’d like the writer in
attendance for.

Then …
We get busy writing!
Within five weeks of your wedding day, after many story-perfecting drafts, we’ll
have your Love Tale ready to approve. We offer unlimited edits, subject to our
terms and conditions, so any changes can be accommodated. Once the final draft
is approved, we print!
From the print date, to book construction, allow about three months.
All up, as a guide, we can easily deliver your book within six months of your
wedding day and most likely sooner.
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with loved ones forever
into the future

For further details call

Kristie on 0418 218143
or email kristie@lovetales.com.au
to secure your wedding date.

